Éternel Jewelry Necklace Guide
Illustration based on average neck circumference, 11”
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Collar
12” not
shown
Choker 14–16”
Princess 18”

Fits closely around the neck
Fits loosely around the neck
Falls on the collarbone

Matinée 20–26”

20”—Just below the collarbone
22”—At or above the top of the bust
24”—At or just below the bust center
26”—At the bottom of the bust

Opera

28–34”

Hangs below the bust

Rope

40–48”

Hangs below the navel
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Standard Necklace Lengths

Bust and Body Size

Are even numbers. Odd numbers may be ordered specially.

Medium or full chest

Are not included in necklace measurements. A clasp increases the length of a necklace by ~0.75”.

To subtly accent the breasts,
a 20–22” necklace draws
attention just below the collar		
bone or above the top of the
bust.

Small or flat chest

Consider

Chains long and thin look
graceful.

Overweight

Necklaces intended to fall at
the center or bottom of the
bust, ~22–24”, may hang
awkwardly. Chains 18–22”
look more flattering.

Stick Your Neck Out

Face Shape

And measure it. Neck size is the most relevant consideration
when choosing a shorter necklace. For a collar or choker, go
up one size from your neck measurement. For example, a
neck circumference of 14” would require a 16” necklace at
minimum.

Oval 		

Necklace Clasps
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Neck
Height
Body
Face

Height

Round

26–36” Matinées and Operas 		
elongate the jawline to present
a more striking appearance.

Rectangular/oblong

10–16” Collars and Chokers
create the impression of a
shorter jaw, smoothing the 		
angles of a boxy face.

Heart

10–16” Collars and Chokers
diminish a pointy chin.

Below 5’4” (162.5 cm)		

The V-shape of 16–20”
		necklaces elongate the		
neckline to create the
impression of tallness.

5’4”–5’7” (162.5–170.0 cm) Any length.
5’7” (170.0 cm) or taller

Any length, especially
longer chains that accentuate a tall frame.
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Can wear any necklace length
		
gracefully.
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